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Crescent
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November

0

Christian Emphasis

Fox

Week, October 23

come and gone again at George

Guest speaker was Dr.
Hess, director of Evangelical
Friends Mission.
Dr. Hess spoke at the week long
chapels and the evening meetings, MonCollege.

Robert

day through Thursday. For those who
heard Dr. Hess, the week was a very
meaningful and educational experience.
At the evening sessions he spoke on
accepting oneself, how to get along with
others and God, and how Christians

1978

Week

Christian Emphasis
to 27, has

13,

relate to nature and science. In the
daytime chapel he spoke on the con-

science, the Holy Spirit, the voice of God,
and a Christian in orbit.
Throughout the week, many people
rededicated their lives to Christ. For them
and for the rest of us this experience
doesn't stop with Christian Emphasis
Week. It's only a start. We've been given a
perspective on where God should be in
our lives, so we can start college with our
eyes on Him and what He wants to do

•

with us.

Guest Professor
The seminary in Yeotmal, India now
has over 200 students from all over Asia.
Most of which are college graduates.

stay.

Dr.

Hess

originally

is

Hughesville, Pennsylvania and
Christian during high school.
that

when he went
grew

from

became

He

into the service

a

says
his

Gilmore Joins

few months he
began to pray that if God would enable
him to endure the rigorous training and
competition of Flight School, he would
be a good Christian after the war. Upon
faith

cold, but after a

This year brings a new music professor,
Joseph Gilmore, to George Fox College.

he was attempting to
"bargain" or "manipulate" God, he knew
realization

that

He replaces Dr. Jerry ^riesen, who is on a
one-year sabbatical, teaching at German
Bible Institute in Seeheim, Germany.
Mr. Gilmore studied music education,

was wrong. He says that now he
knows that God only makes "covenants"
in which a mutual relationship exists. At
this point he prayed that God would help
him to be a Christian, whether he became
that this

Dr. RoBert Hess, a professor of
History and philosophy at Malone
College in Canton, Ohio, is a guest

professor at George Fox College for the
first half of the Fall term. He is teaching

"Contempory

Religious thought,"
"Critical Thinking and Decision Making," and "Comparative Religion," until
November ninth. Dr. Hess was here for
the 1977 Miniterm and was impressed by
the faculty and general academic atmosphere. Speaking engagements in the
Northwest as one of the heads of the
Evangelical Friends Alliance's United
Mission in Mexico City bring him to the
Newberg area and make it possible for
him to teach at the college on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays. During the
week of October 22-27 Dr. Hess spoke at

morning chapel/ assemblies and at special
evening sessions as part of Spiritual Life
Week.
Prior to teaching at Malone College
Dr. Hess was a missionary in India from

1952 to 1968, sponsored by the Eastern
Region Friends in Ohio. He worked
among the villagers and held conferences
for the first six years. He taught at the Union Bible

Seminary for the

last half

of his

a pilot or not.

He became

in

philosophy

because he saw people who lost their faith
in pursuit of philosophical studies, as well
as those who were strengthened by such

and wondered as to the reasons.
says he feels the reason some who

studies,

He

study philosophy lose faith is that the
people are not. sufficiently grounded in
the Word of God and then separate faith
and reason. He says that Paul's admonishment to "Beware of philosophy
and vain deceit" didn't mean that we
should have nothing to do with it, but
that^we "should, be very careful to investigate the premises that are behind a

He says that many use
philosophy as a tool to explain away their
philosophy.
sin.

Dr. Hess says that as students we
should strive to become more creative by
getting rid of our guilts and fears and setting

goals

which

are

obtainable and

realistic. We shouldn't strive to become
carbon-copies of other people, but rather

discipline ourselves to

what

God

specializing in
struction,

\
interested

become good

calls us to do.

at

•

GFC

at

Wichita State University.
He taught music in public schools for
six years. In 1970, he came to George Fox
to take Dr. Friesen's place for a year while
Friesen returned to school to earn his
doctor's degree.

part-time

basis

He remained
through

here on a
also

1974,

teaching at Western Evangelical
Seminary, Warner Pacific College, and
serving on the pastoral team of
Reedwood Friends Church. In 1971, he
established our Music Theatre program
and supervised its first three years. He
assumed a fulltime position at Warner
Pacific for one year, then returned to
Kansas where for the last three years he
has been serving as the music director of
Central Community Church in Wichita.
Gilmore, his wife Carolyn, and their
two teenage children were glad to return
to the Northwest this fall. Gilmore had

"missed the Northwest arid the independent spirit that exists in the people here."

Gilmore is encouraged by the growth of
the college, not only in the physical additions to the campus but also in the
caliber of the students.
Besides directing the
Cappella choir,
he teaches Applied Voice, French Horn,
Conducting, Music Methods, Hymnology and directs Music Theatre and
New Vision Singers. He is serving again

LeShana Honored

George Fox College President David
Le Shana is one of two men named by
Taylor University to its "Chamber of
Achievement" for 1978.
Le Shana, a 1953 graduate of the university, was named along with John M.
Strahl, immediate past president of the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) and former athletic
director and now alumni director of
Greenville College.

Le Shana received the award at an
awards banquet on the Upland, Ind.,
campus. Le Shana received a bachelors
degree from Taylor, later a masters
degree from Ball State University in
Muncie, Ind., and a doctorate from the

University of Southern California.
This spring Le Shana was named the
1978 Outstanding Alumnus from Ball

dent.

Until July he

was chairman of the
Advancement of

national Council for the

Small Colleges for a two-year term.
Formerly, for six years, he was a
Friends Church pastor in Long Beach,
Calif., and for one year in Michigan.
From 1954 through 1961 he was director
of public relations and chaplain for
Taylor.

#

an

R.N. at Newberg Community
Hospital. Gilmore's plans are uncertain
following his one year appointment here,
but he says that he hopes to stay in the

Northwest area.
His vision for the

A

that

"In

to

our

lives."

addition

Cappella choir

is

learning good
literature, we will minister to each other
and minister to others the gospel of Jesus
Christ, through great music and through

•

Retreat to Canyonview

State Teachers College.

Le Shana has been president of George
Fox since 1969, following two years as
vice president and executive vice presi-

on the Reedwood Friends' Church
pastoral team. His wife, Carolyn, works as

French horn and band inFriends University and

A

President

Music Staff

The

A

Cappella Choir of George Fox
annual retreat at Canyonview
Camp on October 27-28. Choir members
left for the camp near Silverton, Oregon
at six o'clock Friday evening and returned
to campus Saturday afternoon. Several
hours of rehearsal were included in the
retreat schedule, but the main purpose of

had

its

the retreat

was

to give the choir

members

an opportunity to get to know each other
better. Choir officers planned activities
and sharing times with this goal in mind.
.

Sheryl Chandler, a second-year
member, said "the highlight of the retreat
was the sharing time after our evening
devotions. Everyone opened up and it encouraged me to hear how God is working
in other's lives. It

helped contribute to the

'family spirit' in choir."

Rick Strycker, a new choir member
thought that the retreat was a

this year,

success. "It was a good
chance to get to know everyone in choir,
and was really a lot of fun." he said. •

good idea and a

:
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BUSY BUT BLESSED
Editorial Policy

by Jean Peters

The Crescent strives to maintain an
open forum for the discussion of issues of
concern to the George Fox College community. Your letters are welcome and will

"A

student studies from sun to sun,
but it seems his (her) work is never
done!"

Sound like your motto? It certainly is
mine! For me college has meant unprecedented busyness, but, at the same

be printed as space allows. Please send
them to SUB A, and include your name
It will be withheld from publication at

We

your request.
to

all letters

time, also unexpected blessings!

When I came to George Fox three
years ago, I simply wasn't prepared for
the overwhelming amount of work that
my courses required. It seemed that the
other girls on my floor went to parties,

reserve the right to edit

meet space

limits.

All opinions in this section, including

are the opinions of the in-

editorials,

and not necessarily the
opinions of the staff of The Crescent, the
Associated Student Community, or the
Administration of George Fox College.
The Crescent is paid for and published
by the students of George Fox College.
dividual writers

watched T.V., and flirted with the guys,
I was too busy with term papers and

while

reading assignments three times over to
join them.

"Hey, Jean! We're going to Plush Pip-

Want

to put hurting to death

to come?"
way. I've got too much
homework," was my usual reply.
After two terms of such busy isolation,
I was lonely. At that point, God reminded
me that He was still around. He had to
teach me to commit grades and
assignments to Him, dividing my time
more wisely between homework and people. Needless to say, those lessons have

&

since

pin.

and even began
Friendsview Manor.

Then winter term,

my

answers won't please you

but

my

Jesus would like

He knows what your
about.

is all

the

to.

hurting

&

sum

of it pierced Him
for just long enough

Him

held

bring love into a

made my

college career

much more

pleasant.

forever-possibility.

began

I

my sophomore

year confident
that I'd learned to trust God with both
friendships and classes. I joined the Cres-

McVay

Lewis McVay, a contemporary Chrisfrom Costa Mesa, California,
presented a concert last Saturday night in
Wood-Mar Auditorium.
Lewis, formerly with the group
Mustard Seed Faith, wrote the first solo
he sang, Sail On, Sailor, which is the title
song of that group's only album. He also
sang several songs which he recently
recorded on Spirit of
solo

album

Lewis, his

St.

Afterward, when asked if there was
anything he'd like to emphasize to the
whole campus, he responded, "I said it all
tonight, but most important is that we as
Christians should all live out our love."
He said that it was only because of the
love he received on the Christian college
campus he attended that he became a

I took Introduction to Psychology and Principles of Sociology at
the same time. (From someone who's
done it— don't!). Still, school seemed

great.

for

cert,

between songs, McVay
insight and deep concern for

shared his

should send

still
it

like to

of God."

CRESCENT STAFF

i

mrrio

write

Writers

Janell Almquist

the Crescent and classes
well.

Then

I

became

I spent the next month in bed with infectious mononucleosis. "Why me,

Lord?" I demanded. "The Crescent needs
me! And I just can't miss a month of
classes!" Then one day our pastor came
over.

"Jean, perhaps

God wants you

to slow

down and spend some time

with Him."
Reluctantly, I realized that in my busyness
and accomplishments, I'd left God out. In
a few weeks, I returned to college, and
with His help finished all but Psychology
and Sociology within the term. (He finally helped me through those too though!)
I certainly wouldn't have chosen to
have Mono, but I praise God for showing
me, once more, that if I'll keep Him in the

center of all

my

He

will bless

Crescent

editorial

activities,

that busyness.

This

year,

with

mm,

Shelley Ellis

smnBe

Paula Harry
Beth Herman
Evelyn Howell

by

.

.

.

•

by phil frank

«
W

TB

ascendancy

Christianity today

is

of

evangelical

part of a "cycle"

which

began in the 1930s with the
writings of "neo-orthodox" theologians

John Bernbaum, director of the
Christian College Consortium's
American Studies Program, speaking
Oct. 2 at the weekly Washington City
Prayer Breakfast, said these theologians,,
particular, expressed the spiritual

in

bankruptcy of "liberal" (or "modernist")

4>m&uihg

m

school f»pe?.'

theology experienced by

many

people.

While "Christianity was a molding influence on American life" during a 60year period dating from before the Civil
War, he said, by the 1920s, Christians
holding to the "fundamentals of the faith"
had* in the eyes of modernist (01
"mainline") Protestants, become a
"despised subculture."

The Scopes "monkey" trial

illustrates how modernists and liberals
viewed "fundamentalism" as "organized
ignorance" which refused to recognize the

Laura Schmeling

clains of

Tammy Stockman

modern

science.

But, as a result of the questioning of
liberal

theology by Brunner, Barth and

Cossel

• COLLEGE MEDIA SEIMCES b«4244

Berkeley.

'

1 1 g g

gi

g

put

the

Then on the night we
had layout, only three people came to
help. I tried to pray, but worry interferred. I was near panic when my three
roommates bounced into the office.
"Jean, calm down!" Holly said.
Carol hugged me. "We love you, Jean."
Evie grabbed a layout sheet, "Tell me
what to do!" Together, we pasted up the
paper in just three-and-a-half hours. God
came through,
because of

my

again, but certainly not
faith.

Even as I'm writing this, a second
deadline has arrived. I have the choice of

God

worrying or depending on

and

this issue.

may

going well

be a

cliche,

but

it's

In /

John 5:14-15 (one of my

favorite

God

promises that we can be
confident that anything we ask in His
name He will do. I'm learning— still, and
haltingly
that when I choose to trust
God, He increases my faith, not only to
come through, but to be blessed through.
passages),

—

Even

in

my

•

busiest times.

Niebuhr, a new "current" began to
emerge in the 1940s from within fundamentalism known as "evangelicalism,"
which combined frim personal commitment to Christ with a "social awareness,"
he said.

By the
respected

1970s, evangelicals

members

to the point

had become

of American society

where the two

political can-

didates running for president in 1976 un-

ashamedly spoke publicly of having been
"born again," one of them currently occuping the White House.
The American Studies Program, Dr.
Bernbaum said, is another development
in the expanding social awareness of
evangelical
Christians.
Previously,
graduates of evangelical colleges rarely
committed themselves to the challenge of
public service.

with

the

American

Studies

Program, committed Christian college
undergraduates have an "exciting" new
opportunity to prepare themselves for
American life of the
future, he said. (For information on the
American Studies Program, contact the
Dean's office.)
•
roles of leadership in

mind seeks

quite loses

&

wanders

itself.

Lord, please tie it fast
in a bow around Your finger
(to remind me.)
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maxim that it's hardest when things aren't
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Graphic

Evangelicals And
American Studies
Emil Brunner, Karl Barth and Reinhold
Niebuhr, an historian said here.

BE AN AFFRONT TD 1ME
TEWDGfe,
£TUD0lD AND ALL
AfCttZ OAti AfeRlcAA
SEXUAl rlMGVK Ano
pAfiSnJ
RBCD6t4l2B THAT
THAT'/ 1

Jean Peters

Those

to:

FRANKLY SPEAKING

Editor

collected.

send an offering

Lewis McVay
c/o Maranatha! Music
P.O. Box 1396
Costa Mesa, California 92626

the Bible. "It's impossible to grow as a
Christian without a steady diet of the

Word

and over $60 was

who would

others, stressing the necessity of reading

many compliments

received

seemed to be going

The

A love offering was taken after the con-

first

for Maranatha! Music.

I'd

my work on

ill.

Christian in 1972.

Speaking

Newberg

against advice to the

Concert

in

tian soloist

visiting a lady at

contrary,

"No

world—

most dorm ac-

cent staff, participated in
tivities,

on top of a full class load, two
music groups, and life in an apartment,
what I thought was busy the past couple
years now seems a vacation! After God's
miraculous provision of a staff for The
Crescent, I thought I'd be able to trust
Him to take care of the paper for the rest
of the year. Yet as our first deadline approached, I still worried. I rushed all over
duties

0 0 0 0 0 0 i Q Q 0 0 o o o o o o o o o Q o

^

111 W. First

538-4447

November

At

the

Auditorium

The Marriage of Figaro, Mozart's
comic opera, will be presented
on stage at the Portland Civic
Auditorium by the Canadian Opera on
Tour of Toronto. Performance dates will
be Monday and Tuesday, November 27
and 28, at 8: 15 p.m. The Canadian Opera
will be sponsored in Portland by Celebridelightful

BEST ACTOR

clashing races,

Louise Fletcher

m

and that the contemporary

by the insistent, grave rhythms of
Leonard Bernstein's magnificent score
and the biting lyrics of Stephen
Sondheim, co-director Jerome Robbins
created dances that were wild, unchecked, and cinematically brilliant to watch as
well as absolutely overwhelming.
•

l/STf BEST
DIRECTOR
Forman

Milos

was

musical could handle themes as complex
and dramatic as any other film. Urged on

BEST ACTRESS

Wt

Juliet

even more powerful when played out not
between two families but between two

Jack Nicholson

BEST
SCREENPLAY
(ADAPTED FROM OTHER

MATERIAL)

Lawrence Hauben
and Bo Goldman

West Side Story
Kershner Lecture

November
7

1978

Independent
Colleges

ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST

.by phil frank

17,

and 9:45 p.m.

Government and

PACK NICHOLSON

THE PRESIDENT MAS ?EEM
KIND
TDRESfONP
TO THE GHJBpVCW? CP 7HE

TantasyJ^ilms
presents

A MILOS FORMAN FILM JACK NICHOLSON mVNE FLEW OVER THE CCCKOOS NEST"
Stamy LOUISE FLETCHER and WILLIAM REDFIELD Screenplay LAWRENCE HAVBENand
BO GOLDMAN Based on ike novel by KEN KESEY
-•orjjHMyrapay HASKELL WEXLER Musk-JACK NIIISCHE Produced by SAVE ZAENTZ and
MICHAEL DOL'GLAS D.rectedby MILOS FORMAN
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON FANTASY RECORDS AND
Released thru
leased
TAPES
United Artists

WEBOV

TH£ NEW

form could, that Romeo and

Produced by Saul Zaentz and Michael Douglas

•
.

musical that dance and music
could interpret the role of the aggressive,
bewildered slum kid as no other dramatic

BEST PICTURE

company's Toronto season, most of
whom perform additionally at Frankfurt,
Germany, in England at Sadler's Wells
and Covent Garden and with numerous
U.S. opera companies.
Fully mounted, costumed and accompanied by orchestra. The Marriage of
Figaro will be performed for two nights
only. Tickets, priced at $9, $8, and $7;
boxes, $10, are on sale now at Celebrity
Attractions,
1010 S.W. Morrison,

.

and

classical

company of over 45, including the 24
member Canadian Opera Orchestra.
Main roles are cast with singers from the

.

the fire escapes, up from the
leaping out from the
tenements in 1962, came two rampaging,
dazzling street gangs to prove in this

MAJORACADEMYAWARDS

The Marriage of Figaro features a

FRANKLY SPEAKING

Down

cellars

every turn.

Portland, Or. 97205.

i*age 3

-

Story

ONE film sweeps ALL the

The most "human" of Mozart's three
comic operas, The Marriage of Figaro
replaces the stock characters and conventional antics of opera buffa with real
human beings, each feeling, speaking and
behaving as any of us would in similar circumstances. With text by Lorenzo Da
Ponte, after Beaumarchais, the plot
centers around Count Almaviva, who, in
pursuing the maid Susanna, tries to prevent her marriage to Figaro, only to be
continuously and ingeniously thwarted at

1978

WestSide

For the first time in 42years,

ty Attractions.

13,

I

T

|

Legal research and advocacy "to assert

and protect the

integrity

and autonomy

of independent colleges and universities"
are a "real need today," a conference of

\

A Transamenca Company

160 college presidents, administrators,
professors, attorneys

*1£6\&? AND &Qti$%\

ficials

was

and government

of-

told here.

Philip Moots, director of the Center of

Studies at the Notre
School, made this observa-

Constitutional

Dame Law

ONE FLEWONER
1HECUCKC3SNEST
® COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES

box 4244 Berkeley. CA

ding.

The ancient story of The Flying
Dutchman will come to life at 8 p.m. Nov.
15, 18 and 21 at the Civic Auditorium
when the Portland Opera Association
(POA) will present Richard Wagner's
opera of the same title, in German.
The three-act romantic drama, based
on an old legend, will be conducted by
POA's Conductor and General Director
Stefan Minde.
The legend of the Flying Dutchman
tells of a sea captain, who despite a terrible storm, swore he would sail around the
Cape of Good Hope, even if Hell itself
should forbid it.
sail

condemned him

to

the seven seas forever. God's angel in-

tervened, however,

and proclaimed that

he might land once every seven years to
for a woman who would be

search

him until death.
The opera takes place on the
Norwegian coast, where the Dutchman
has just landed. He meets a Norwegian

faithful to

Daland, who offers his
daughter Senta to him in marriage in
return for the treasurers aboard the
Dutchman's ship.
Senta pledges herself to the Dutchman,
who rejoices because he is now free from
the curse of the devil. However, Erik, who
is in love with Senta, announces that she
has already pledged herself to him. Hearing this, the Dutchman believes that Senta is "just another faithless woman." To
prove her love, Senta casts herself into
sea

captian,

the sea.

Featured in the role of the Dutchman is
German baritone Heinz Imdahl. He is a
member of the Munich Opera and is wellknown throughout Europe. This marks
his

North American debut.

Tickets

for

production are
available at the Portland Opera office,
922 S.W. Main Street, 248-5322 or at the
Civic Auditorium

the

box

office,

"Independent higher education is more

by Joe Tremblay

Opera News

this the devil

Annual Conference on

Legal Problems in Independent Higher
Education, which the center sponsored.
Topics covered included equal employment planning, handicapped regulations,
collective bargaining, student discipline,
faculty hiring, copyrights and public fun-

94704

Portland

For

tion at the First

248-4496.

Last year the George Fox College Film
made the decision to schedule

seen in this film. But simply due to isola-

and more vulnerable to litigation uncommon a decade ago," Mr. Moots said. The
conference was designed to help parbe better prepared for such
and also cope with new

Society

tion,

ticipants

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. The
film makes a strong social comment from
outside the Christian perspective. The

don't experience

situations,

main problem with the film is that it
shows the way life is carried out in mental
institutions.

people in institutions of any type
life with the degree of
comfort and freedom as those outside do.
This movie leads the audience to some
questions about "civilized" methods of
health care which

we

as Christians are

gain insight into college opinion,
the Film Society talked to faculty and ad-

For

biblical references,

noted that "religious preference in hiring
may be one of several ways in which a
church-related college implements

best suited to answer.

To

government regulations.
Kent Weeks, a Nashville attorney,

I

went to Paul's

its

in-

'

stitutional mission.

the

letter to the Romans because it contains a
powerful message for a Church surround-

"But if the college claims an exemption
from the prohibition against religious dis-

movie, and distributed a survey among
300 students to get their response.

ed by the world. In Romans 12:2 Paul
says that we should not be conformed to

felt that Cuckoo's
Nest would be an excellent choice, but
most suggested that proper precautions
should be taken to make people aware

the renewing of our minds. In this verse
there is an implied warning to not accept

crimination contained in Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, does not the college
jeopardize its eligibility for public funding?"

ministrative

members who had seen

Generally, the faculty

that

this

isn't

strictly

an entertaining

movie.

From the student survey, Cuckoo's
Nest was rated higher than any other film,
but little further comment was made. To
cover all bases of thought for the
possibility of changing our schedule to
exclude Cuckoo's Nest, we must look at
the reasoning behind our choice of this
movie, and at some biblical comments
about our relationship to the world.
Often films which make strong
statements are motivated by political
reasons. Cuckoo's Nest is not one of
these. Its motive is purely to show the
conditions in which some people live.
In a movie, the audience sees the issue
being acted out. In this way, what we acsee forces us to
leave our
preconceptions behind and makes the
truth very evident. Of all contemporary
tually

Cuckoo's Nest comes closest to trushowing the way some people live.
The problems people face when they
become isolated from society are not seen
by most people, so we have little empathy

films,
ly

the world, but should be transformed by

the world's views as our own. This

neighbor for his good, to his edificaBecause of this verse, I must ask if it
is right to do something which might
cause my brother to stumble, even inhis

tion.

16:19

us "to be wise in
what is good, and innocent in what is
evil." But does this mean we should remain ignorant about the message
presented in Cuckoo's Nest, just because
of the language contained in the film?
tells

as

what

is

Grant,

Baptist

of

president

University,

Arkadelphia, Ark., told the conferees:
religious commitment of
the faculty members may well be more
important in the effective achievement of
the institution's religious objectives than
rules and regulations concerning student
morality or lifestyles."

"The personal

John

Murphy,

executive

director of the Association of Catholic

Colleges and Universities, asserted that
church-related colleges are required by
the government to prove their innocence
in religious discrimination cases.

A United

Methodist

official,

apparent-

ly referring to

The Film Society has planned an

ex-

showing One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest where
faculty and /or administration members
will talk with the audience. There will be
tensive

discussion

after

on reserve in the library for those
seeking more information. If interest is
articles

high enough, the Film Society will take
part of the student government chapel on
Frday, November 17, to discuss the film.

schools like those in his
church, said Protestant denominations
are currently beginning to reemphasize
the explicity religious character of their
colleges.

"God is at work in these institutions in
some crazy way," he said.
The Center for Constitutional Studies
at

Notre

Dame

(established last year),

currently wording

on a project

Please pray with us for guidance concerning Cuckoo's Nest. Also remember

you are responsible for the

effect the

•

is

to define

the constitutional basis or support structure of independent colleges.

environment has on you.

inhumane

Daniel

Msgr.

Romans

that

as

Dr.

Cuachita

directly.

homes are nearly

is

why

if
Cuckoo's Nest is shown here,
precautions are indeed necessary.
Romans 15:2 says let each of us please

even true in
some of Newberg's care homes. Please
don't think I'm saying Newberg's care
for their predicament. This

is

It

also plans

an in-depth study of tax exemptions and
an investigation on how Congress uses its
taxing powers to regulate state and
private agencies.

•

rage
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Meet Panya
What

brings a student from Bangkok,

to be accepted into a university there as

Thailand to George Fox College? For
Panya Phruksawan it was a real desire to
meet and understand new people. Many
stories and opinions about the United
States aroused his curiosity to come and

is

desire

While studying at the Bangkok
Technological Institute in the capitol city
of Thailand, Panya met a G.F.C. alumnus who was working there with the
Peace Corps. He recommended George

really small!"

is

Christian

Panya

it

students

a university, yet the

way America does. They do
need for more than enough in

fellowship there that could not be as
readily found at a large university.

"Newberg

to attend

many

openings are few, causing many to be
refused. The cost of education once one
gets in, however, is a lot less than in the
United States. Panya approximated the
price at about five dollars per credit hour.
The Thai people lead a simple type of
life, not emphasizing competition and

see for himself.

Fox to Panya, emphasizing the

here. After high school

dis-

culture."

are

Many
and

quiet

Buddhist

meditative,

emphasizing freedom of the mind and
relations with other people.
Perhaps this is why the Thais are so

peaceful

tolerant of different religions. If a

commits a

man

a person, is considered to have failed, rather than his
sin, he, as

religion.

Panya has found two things distasteful
American society. One is our history of

in

not see a
terms of material goods, yet they are not
lazy. Americans, Panya says, work very
hard to get ahead yet they "can't take it
with them in the end." To have more than
one car, for instance, in Thailand would
be considered a selfish use of resources
that others could be using. Americans, on
the other hand, tend to over emphasize

discrimination, especially of the black

rigidly

mosphere and the fact that professors are

Americans

"not just teachers, they're also friends."
The educational system in Thailand is
different than in the U.S. It is not as easy

Ninety to ninety-five percent of the
Thais are Buddhist. But Panya says
Buddhism is "not so much religion as

New

teachings

success the

covered as he made a transition from a
city of four million. But he §ays he did not
experience too much of a "culture shock"
because he expected things to be
different. The main problem he found
was the language. Although Panya had
learned English in high school he found
that speaking and studying in English was
a different thing. "I didn't know it was going to be so tough!"
What does he like about G.F.C? Panya especially enjoys the friendly at-

What's

and

tradition

and show off their material possessions.
"Time is very important over here,"
says Panya. Everyone has their own
schedule and often are uncompromising.
Thai society is more peaceful and relaxed
without the hectic pace that is found in
the United States. The people aren't as
locked into their time schedules as
are.

culture in the South, although he hasn't

experienced

Math?

toward

which contrasts America's "youth craze."
Families are very closeknit and
friendships are highly valued. Perhaps
this is partly due to the size of the country.
Because

it is

mobile

quite small people are less

move away. Our

likely to

little

in

discrimination

Panya was shocked to discover
how Americans have mistreated other
races. The second thing that really surprised him was American nursing homes.
The concept of putting older people on a
'waiting list for the ... graveyard" was
totally new to Panya. Parents to him are
his duty. "They cared for me so I should
care for them." It would be a disgrace not
to do so in the Thai society. As people
grow older they gain more respect, a fact
himself,

society

is

a

one whereas the Thais form

bit

farther

down

the

Panya Phruksawan is a very peopleoriented person. People to him are not as

Crescent Interview
with Dr. Hank Helsabeck
Crescent:

Where do you

hail

something that
have yet to see

born

Roanoke,

in

What

to

Helsabeck: God.

have led

me

me

A

number of

to believe that

things

God wants

here. Various circumstances in

my

background have seemed to funnel me
in this direction. After becoming a
Christian some three years ago, I found
that I had a real desire to teach in the
environment of a Christian institution.

to

do

again.

I

that will manifest

in time.

What do you

quality.

think of

GFC

some

see

I

deficiencies here,

but the encouraging thing is that I see
the potential for improvements. So I
see, in the future, a bright place for

GFC.

you attend
and what degrees do you hold?

What exactly made you decide
come to GFC?

want

Helsabeck: I think that it is at an exciting
time because it is growing and things
are happening. I think it needs to grow
a long way, not only in numbers but in

Virginia.

Crescent:

I

how

overall?

colleges did

Helsabeck: First I attended CulverStockton College in Missouri where I
obtained a bachelor's degree in
mathematics. I then attended the University of Missouri where I earned a
master's degree in economics. After
earning my master's in economics, I
obtained my master's in math also. I
then taught at a college for awhile
before I went back to school and began
work on my PhD which I received a
few years later.
Crescent: What made you choose
teaching math as your profession?
Helsabeck: I think that it was the growing
realization that I enjoyed math. Add to
that the fact that I enjoy teaching, and
teaching math seemed the logical direction. I thought, at one time, of teaching
economics. That is why I switched
from math to economics. But I soon
realized that my heart was in teaching
and math seemed to be the subject I enjoyed the most.
Crescent: How long have you been
teaching math?
Helsabeck: Approximately 10 years now.

happen

will

Crescent:

Helsabeck: I taught in a college in Canton,
Missouri before coming to
Newberg and George Fox, but I was
Crescent:

often

itself, but on the spiritual basis that is a
personal goal of mine and I believe that
it

from?

we

They experience the same
emotions; they all cry and they all laugh,
but cultural and language barriers often
break down communication. Panya is
very open to sharing his culture. If you
have an opportunity, talking with him is a
worthwhile investment of time.
•

ac-

complish here, as far as personal and
professional goals are concerned?
Helsabeck: I want to see a strong math
major. I also want to see a strong ser-

as

same."

road,

to

from one another

different

think. "Inside," he says, "they are the

up-grading that area.

What do you hope

live

nearby.

hopefully in a couple of years, we will
increase our offerings in computer
programming and I will play a role in
Crescent:

who

lasting relationships with those

What about

Crescent:

Helsabeck:

3 +

I

from

friendship

sincere

4=7

the people?

sense a real community, a

students and the faculty.

both

the

The people

one another, and
member.
Crescent: What about the environment?
have a
I

real interest in

a

feel that as

Do

new

faculty

you think the college has achieved

the goals

it is

striving for?

Helsabeck: Just being with the students
for a month, it's early for me to
evaluate that. Coming from a campus
that was very carnal, certainly not
Christ-centered, I see that this is a neat
environment. But in contrast, I see that
there is a tendency towards spiritual
laziness. Students, and even some
faculty feel comfortable being surrounded with Christian and spiritual

My training in math and my
background with small colleges also
helped. My father was a dean of a small
college and later a president, so I have
been around them all my life. I feel
comfortable in math, I feel comfortable in a small college, and now I feel
comfortable here. There has been a
growing need for someone to come to
stay at George Fox in the area of math.
It seemed to be a mutual calling.
Crescent: What are your duties and
responsibilities here?

Helsabeck: I feel that I head the math
program, at least as far as the majors
are concerned. I teach most of the upper division courses in math, so most of
the majors are under me. My role is to
develop that major and strengthen it. A

vice area

in

math. In other words,

things.

What

courses that we can be of service to
other areas with. I am hoping for

Crescent:

something positive to happen in the
area of computers. I think that it is a
strong field, an area that we can place
our students in. Personally, I feel a calling for discipleship. My wife and I have
had groups before, and I feel it is

Helsabeck: This, again,

are your plans for the

future?
is

the Lord's

have had no indication at this
time that I am to move into something
leading.

else.

I

I

don't treat this as a stepping

stone nor do
here. It

I

see myself frozen in rock

depends on God.

•

SNOOTY FOX
HAIR DESIGNS
For

Men and Women

[Precision Haircutting

STOUFFER'S Department Store

And Blow-Drying

Clancy and Mary Stouffer

Permanents And!
Tux Rental Service

Color

Excellent Styles*Reasonable Prices

Newberg Plaza

538-2790

112 N. Blaine
538-7452
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Bit

of Mexico

Think of the longest name you know
and I bet I know one that's longer. If you
want to hear it, just ask Lety Nieto to say
her name
her full name. Deborah
Maria Leticia Nieto Fernandez de la
Torre Romero. Say that one fast! Lety

—

can.

Lety is a GFC freshman from Puebla,
Mexico, a town about two hours south of

Mexico City. She's lived in Acapulco for
two years and in the Dominican Republic
for 10 months. Lety has never lived in the
United States before, but she has visited
here.

"When

was seven years old I went to
I was scared stiff whenever
Americans walked by. I couldn't understand what they said at all!"
In the ninth grade Lety was an exI

Disneyland.

change student to a junior high school in
Lexington, Massachusetts for 10 days. She
got there the day before her 15th birthday. "In Mexico the big thing is a girl's
15th birthday, not her 16th. You get a
BIG party with bands and everything. It's

when she becomes a woman.

A lot of the

even get married at 15."
Naturally Lety looked forward to her
15th birthday. Did she get the big fancy

girls

They

party? "No.
States.

sent

me

to the United
4

Over here people said, Oh. You're

15?

When

you going to be

are

was 16 and

in

'How was your
frustrated!"

16?'

When I

Mexico, everyone

said,

was so
Lety had fun anyway. It was
15th birthday?'

I

her first time to use English outside of the
classroom
"That was really different. I
was so surprised. People understood

—

me!"
This

is Lety's third time in the U.S. She
Oregon in September, her first trip
by herself. "In Los Angeles .... there were
Americans all over the place. I was so sure
they were going to jump up and attack
me! Everyone was very noisy, walking

flew to

fast."
To make things worse
everyone talked so fast that she couldn't
understand anything. "I kept praying and

very

praying, 'Oh, help, help, help!'
What did she think when she

"
first

saw

GFC? "It was really nice. I was just afraid
because the culture is so different, but I
don't think I've had any problems at all."
Lety has found that people accept her

much more than

she expected.

There are some differences, though,
makes things hard sometimes. "Peo-

that

ple here are nice, but in

Mexico

GFC

at

they're

warmer. They may not be so nice, but
they're warmer." Mexican friends always
shake hands and kiss cheeks when they
meet and when they say good-bye. People

or something. But
the

soups,

homemade

it's all

She

everything."

—

thinks

American food is okay, but finds all the
frozen and canned foods tiresome.

do that here and Lety misses the
contact. She thinks the lack of contact
makes a big difference in relationships.

"I like being here

"There are fewer barriers. It's easier to
meet people, but harder to know them
deeply. In Mexico you probably wouldn't
know so many people, but you'd know
them better. Here it all moves forward,

disagrees. "It's a good place. Either you
grow or they grow you! It's good to be

don't

but it stays on the surface."
Lety has noticed that Americans don't
express themselves with their hands very
much. "Their hands are always in their
jean pockets or they have their arms
crossed."

to.

because I'm growing as
a Christian." Some people think GFC
students are at a spiritual disadvantage
because this is a Christian college. Lety

here, gaining strength, growing.

You've

remember you're here because the
Lord wanted it to happen." Knowing that
things happen because God wants them
got to

very comforting to her.
major is counseling. She's like
io counsel at a college. One like GFC?
to

is

Lety's

The American pace
used

Lety's been a Christian for over a year.

"It's

all

is difficult

to get

march." She

1-2-3-4,

snapped her fingers several times. "The
pace won't let you do anything but get
there! Have you ever noticed people in
chapel? Get your coat. Grab your books.
Get set ... Ready .... Go! Have you seen
how fast everyone leaves? If you close
your eyes for two minutes, everyone's
gone .... I'm always tired here. I never
used to get so tired."
Is there anything in Mexico that's
better than in the United States? Lety
grinned slowly. "The food! We don't eat

Mexican food

your Mexican food
everyday. It's not Texan or MexicanAmerican. We're not always eating tacos
like

"My dream

Maybe.

job

to be a hall

is

director."

Lety is involved in the play My Fair
Lady. She is in the chorus. "I love to sing.
I

adore to

things

to

one of

sing. It's

Dancing

do."

my

favorite

is

another

favorite, so she's helping with the play's

choreography. "I had 10 years of ballet. I
I taught basics for two
years." Lety wants to start a basic ballet
class on campus. Do you have dreams of
being a ballerina? Go over to Edwards and
like to dance.

talk to Lety.

But what she

know

people.

likes best

And

is

getting to

believe me, Lety

lovely lady to get to

is

a

•

know.

AS C GFC Student Government
Elections Fill

Empty

Positions

What's a Committee For Anyway?
on Wed., Oct. 25,
remaining student body and committee offices. These included student

Christian Emphasis Committee
Chairman Werner Seibert
Jeff Bineham

body secretary, and members for the
Communications, Christian Services,

Susan Macy
Loren Russel
Paula Harvey

Elections were held

to

fill

Christian

Emphasis,

Supreme Court,

Campus

Activities,

Affairs,

and

SUB

Affairs

committee consisted of
Rod Williamson, student body vicepresident; Jim LeShana, supreme court
justice, and Cindy Whitaker and Debbie
Hansen, co-chairmen of publicity.
election

Election results are as follows:

Committee

Freshman Class

Officers

President Steve

Harmon

—

Vice-president Jeff Townley
Secretary/ Treasurer Pam Uchiyama

Student Body Secretary

—

Supreme Court —
Chairman Jim LeShana

Doug

Fuller

Finance Committee —
Chairman Jerry Barnick

David Mascall
Jon Fodge
Activities Committee
Chairman Ben Bauer
Dave Lindell
M.J. Hopper

SUB Committee

Chairman Aaron Corum
Synda Hanson

Dawn

Marc Graff

Camp

Christian Service

Committee

Chairman Butch Hart

Doug

Linscott

Connie Olsen
Darlene Fairley
Dennis Knack

—

Fee Nickerson
Communications Committee
Chairman
none

—

Carol Lund
Carl Sorenson
Evelyn Howell
Tari Bates

Let's begin with the

Supreme Court.

These people are in charge of anything
pertaining to student government, from
intramurals to Central Committee
business meetings. They deal with all rule

The

constitution

states

that

there

Although the Communications Com-

—

Gas money

be available, and funds for lodging

if

Participants have the option of
providing their own transportation or using school vehicles.
The responsibilities of the Campus Affairs

Committee

fairly vague.

in the past have been
Attempts were made last

year to make their duties more specific
and are the basis for this year's committee's activities.

Campus
pus.

Affairs is the "CIA" on camThey put out surveys on the effec-

of student government and
oversee the formation of various campus

tiveness

affairs

and organizations. They analyze

mittee has no chairman (this position will
be voted on by the committee members),

the authority to put a committee on

they will handle matters concerning The
Crescent, the L'ami, and radio station

probation or even to declare it defunct.
Members are representatives of their liv-

KGFC.

ing areas.

This committee will submit to the

Supreme Court budget proposals dealing
with the student communications
publications and radio station. They are

the efficiency of the committees and have

The Student Union Building Comchaired by Aaron Corum this

mittee,

is to get students interested and involved in college and community affairs.

maintenance for the
game room, and
are responsible for major repairs or
changes to the building. Last year the
committee purchased booths for the old
SUB, an air hockey table, and a new foos-

Chairman Butch Hart says

ball table.

also in charge of coordinating the ac-

—

minister in various churches.
will

necessary.

should be a faculty representative for
each committee. This has never been
done, but Jim Le Shana says he hopes to
have this carried out.

—

Wes Oden
Ron Hansen
Millage

all

or constitutional changes. All other committees must make a monthly report to
the Supreme Court.

Carol Lee
Julie Hutchins

Kim Duncan

Carolyn

—

Tim Commins
Kim Huisenga

Ray

what these committees are

about.

Gayle Beebe
Clarke Coburn

Laurie

Now that elections are over, it's time to
find out

Chairman Steve Morgan

committees.

The

Campus

—

tivities

of these organizations.

The goal of the Christian Service Committee

that he hopes

year,

is

in charge of

SUB. They

regulate the

•

to get students involved in visiting people
in the various

homes

Newberg. This

will

for the elderly in

be enjoyable not only
for the students, but the people being
visited will look forward to these visits.
Committee members will be leaders in
their living areas, in charge of forming
groups to work on a one-to-one basis.
Butch also hopes to have students working in the churches of the community.
The Finance Committee regulates the
budget for all committees. If there is a
special need for funds and a request is
made, the committee will investigate the
request and decide whether to accept or
reject

it.

Members

also represent their

and their needs.
The Christian Emphasis Committee is

respective living areas

comprised of the Christian Life representatives from each of the living areas. They
develop group activities in these areas
such as Bible studies and devotionals.
This committee is also responsible for
Collegiate Challenge, held each Wednesday evening. Werner Seibert, chairman,
says that their task is to promote spiritual
growth and maturity. He feels that there
is a revival on campus this year and hopes
to keep it that way.

A

plan for the near future involves
deputation groups. These groups will
consist of people who sing, play some instrument (e.g., piano, guitar) or preach to

Central

Committee
The Central Committee is the governing body of the Associated Student
Community of George Fox College

(ASCGFC). The committee

consists of
each of the student body officers and the
chairmen of the various committees. The
following are members of the 1978-79
Central Committee:

Student Body

—

President
Vice-president

Fred Van Gorkum
Rod Williamson

Kim Duncan

Secretary
Treasurer
Chief Justice

Committee Chairmen
Publicity
Activities

SUB
Campus

Affairs

Christian Service
Christian Emphasis

Jerry Barnick

Jim LeShana

—
Cindy Whitaker
Debbie Hansen
Ben Bauer

Aaron Corum
Steve Morgan
Butch Hart
Werner Seibert

iragc o

-
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Tuned- In

Every weeknight Brougher Hall is
opened, lights flash, knobs turn, and a DJ
steps behind the mike. The studentoperated radio station is alive and doing
well at George Fox College.

KGFC (660 AM)

opened for
the year on November 6 and plans tp
broadcast campus-wide between 6 p.m.
and midnight every weeknight. Operating
officially

with a staff of more than twenty students,
is located in Brougher Hall
and is under the management of Evelyn
Pease and Van Miller.
Evelyn Pease, a senior Christian
Education major, was handed the job as
the station

manager this fall when the original
manager didn't return to school. Evelyn
began working with the radio station her
freshman year, and has increasingly
become more involved as her interest in
KGFC has grown. Her job is to make sure
the broadcasting runs smoothly, to coordinate the operation of the station, and to
make sure communication among staff

Breaking an Old Tradition

good. Evelyn feels that her reponsibility
helping to improve her ability to relate
with others, and is glad to contribute her
time as a service to George Fox College.
is

GFC

is

students officially ushered in the
autumn season with a harvest party
Saturday evening, Oct. 28. In previous
years the fall festivity was a Halloween

KGFC

currently operates with a staff

of about twenty students who give of their
time on a volunteer basis. Van Miller is

But this year senior Activities
Director Ben Bauer dropped the
party.

the assistant

Ray

manager and sports director,

Collins

is

the personnel manager,

and Carl Sorenson and Dale Hauser

KGFC

a ribbing when Butch Hart, Ed
Brown, Tim Sherman, Steve Morgan,
and Mike Ogden showed up as the Fruit
of the Loom Gang, nabbing a prize of
root beer and french fries at the A&W.
Doughnuts and cider were served.

Ben

felt

success.

that overall the party

Halloween emphasis in favor
of a harvest emphasis centered on praise

for the Giver of all good gifts.
Ben says his decision to make the

change was the culmination of a gradual
process in which he began to doubt the
wisdom of Christians celebrating
Halloween. After he heard Bob Larson
speak in chapel on October 18 he began

a

attenders were naturally
because of the change of

curious
emphasis, resulting in a
traditional

was

Many

bit

of hesitancy,

and there were some complaints that
refreshments had run out too quickly, but
most had a good time. Will the
Halloween emphasis be reinstated? Ben
says that's up to the students and next
year's activities director.

.

%

own investigation into the nature of
Halloween. Ben discovered that the holiday was deeply rooted in pagan tradition
which greatly exalted Satan and the
powers of darkness. He reports that he
received support for his decision from
many students both before and after the
his

party.

The atmosphere of the party was more
mellow than it has been previously. John
Strutz led a time of singing and snared a
brief devotional. Laura Clark lent her
gentle voice to the occasion.

A

high spot
of the evening was the costume judging.

Winners were determined by applause.
Top honors of banana splits at the Dairy
Queen were awarded to the Macy 2.
ladies. They dazzled the crowd when they
came as chocolate kisses in foil wrapped
splendor.

The clothing industry came

in

mm

was to get a staff that would
continue to work and train new students
to carry on the operation of KGFC.
The current goal of KGFC's staff is to
provide the campus with a Christian station which broadcasts as a Christian
testimony. As manager, Evelyn would
like to emphasize that KGFC plays contemporary Christian music, which she
end. His goal

believes

is

good background music

for

studying.

In the future Evelyn hopes to begin
operating the station between 4 and 6
p.m. each weeknight in addition to the
current schedule, and plans to begin
broadcasting special programs each evening. Her goal is to eventually work with a
staff of more than 20 DJs, which would
help to relieve some of the current DJs
and allow the station to expand its broadcasting schedule.

Serving on the KGFC staff would
prove good experience for any student interested in radio or

you are interested

in

communications.

the operation of KGFC,
Evelyn Pease at 538-5516.

in

Wednesday

If

becoming involved
contact

originally

Brougher Hall to see the station and talk
with the staff over refreshments.

began three years ago. In 1968 radio
equipment was given to the college for

for

an interest in getting the station set up
and operating in 1975 and worked to that

for the

who work

station at this time.

The operation of

enough

Nov. 15, from 6 to 8
radio station will have
an open house. All are invited to stop by

serve as technicians for the radio station.

There are 18 others

purpose, but the faculty could not.
interested students to begin a
radio station on campus. Roy Gathercoal, a 78 graduate of George Fox, took
this

find

p.m., the

Remember

KGFC

is

night,

KGFC

to turn in to 660

our station, so

let's

AM.

support

it.

November

The
After only a month at GFC there are
probably a few students who would not
immediately recognize the name of Jim
Talbot. However, if his pseudonym,
"Saga Jim," were to pop up in a conversation, most would probably know to
whom reference was being made. Jim
Talbot says that the name "Saga Jim" was
given him three years ago when he first
became the food service director at GFC.

The

name

become so readily
him that some students
have mistakenly called him "Mr. Jim,"
has

associated with

thinking his real

first

name

to be Saga!

Jim has a bachelors of business administration degree in marketing from
the University of Portland and has been
working for an international food service
corporation called Saga for the past eight
years.

have been started as to

what the name Saga stands for. The official scoop is that it is an abbreviated
form of an Indian work, canadesaga,
which refers to the area of Geneva, New
York. It was in Geneva at Hobart College
that Saga was started in 1951.
The main part of Jim's job is the
marketing of food for the most efficient

He says
a staff of nutritionists located in
Menlo Park, Calif, that advises him on

utilization of the available funds.
is

nutritional matters.

Saga supplies food services to about
300 colleges, many hospitals and
businesses, and own several restaurant
chains including Stuart Anderson, The
Refectory, The Velvetura, and the Straw
Hat Pizza Parlors. The food services are
varied due to the diversity of the needs in
such places as the Washington State
ferries, PGE building in Portland, Notre
Dame University, fancy restaurants, and
GFC. The meal plans at each establishment are determined by the establishment

Fox

itself.

College

seconds, thirds, fourths, etc.) for about

480 students.
If you've been wondering about the
crowds, Jim says this usually works itself
out as the year goes on and people begin
eating at more staggered times. He feels
that there wll be some problem all year
with crowding due to the limited seating

capacity.

their attention.

Currently we are on what Jim terms the
"modified nutritional program." This
offers students the option of a

but

allows some
freedom for those who require junk food.
In this program an attempt has been
made to decrease the amounts of deepfried foods, sugar, and processed foods,
while increasing the intake of more

heroes are the

commonly

GFC "dish jockeys," more

known

as

the

dishroom

workers.

Heacock Commons

Saga Servers
Did you notice that pretty blonde dishup the ham and green bean cassarole?
That's Chris Moody, one of SAGA's
ing

servers.

The job looks

seats only

pretty easy. "It

is,"

Chris

320 people (about 280 effectively). This
necessitates using two lines only at the
beginning of the meal. Also, he says that
due to the inefficient design of the dis-

agrees, "but

hroom and

Do the servers just stand behind the
counter and serve? "Well, first you punch
your timecard when you come in. Then
you have to put on your scarf and apron.
Then we usually start putting out the
dessert and the fruit. If the apples are too
big, y'know, you cut them in half and dip

present location in relation
to the second serving line entrance, that
its

there would be too much congestion and
more accidents if the second serving line

were to be used

later in the meals.

it

gets very tiring." It also

means that she can't sleep in on Saturdays
because she has to be up to help serve
brunch.

nutritious foods such as fruits and
vegetables (the salad bar) which provide

Jim says that if current plans are passed
by the Board of Trustees that renovations
on the dining hall for next year will in-

them

more vitamins and roughage. The
program is designed to offer students 600-

clude increased seating capacity,
rearrangement of the dishroom, and

food ready for the hungry lines
and then wait. "We usually have about 20

800 percent of the daily nutritional requirements established by the USDA.
One of the biggest changes this year has
been the brunch that is now served on
Saturdays from 10:30-11:30. In a vote
taken a couple of weeks ago, only thirty
students favored the earlier breakfast

modification of the serving area into a
system of serving stations called the
"scramble system." This system will be

minutes," Chris says. "Sometimes we
help set up the salad bar and stuff like

faster

and hopefully

allow diners to
get their hot plate as the last item so that
there will be less time involved before it is
eaten.

Jim said this is offered on a trial
basis and most students like the idea since
it allows for a wider selection of food and
gives a nice break in the day's activities.

According to Jim, the menu repeats
itself every four or five weeks and should
allow for a count to be made of how many
servings of each item are necessary.

•

healthy.

The

servers get the

that."
Is

there anything the students can

do tc

make

her job easier? Chris laughs. "Not
eat! No, really there isn't anything." The
long lines sometimes get to be a problem

and
There are some changes underway, but
if there are any others that you would like
to see made, let Jim Talbot or Julie
Hawley know, then start working with
them to have it arranged. Some changes
take time, but Saga and Saga Jim are glad
to help if it will keep everyone happy and

in leirlon juice."

rest of the

will

schedule.

Dishroom Drama
There is a select group oi students
working on campus who benefit all hut
are never in the limelight. These unsung
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proximately 750 servings are dished out
each lunch and dinner (including

due to the contracts involved. Many
minor adjustments can be made much
more quickly however, when brought to

diet,

-

at

should be brought to their attention as
soon as possible because it may take as
much as a year to install new programs

program

1978

However, he says, students eat various
amounts at different times of the year,
with the most noticeable increase coming
as finals approach (dieters beware!) Ap-

At George Fox the students mainly
determine the type of services and menu
provided. If you would like to see any
changes made, contact Jim or the Dean of
Students Julie Hawley. They can assist
with going through the proper
procedures if there is a group of students
desiring the change. Any major changes

well-balanced

Many rumors

there

a of George

13,

staff

asked if more people on the SAGA
might speed things up. "There are a

I

few times when we could use more people, but it wouldn't get the lines through

any

faster." Chris said she really didn't

know what could be done about the lines.
As long as GFC has as many students as it
does, long dinner lines will be kind of a
fact of

#

life.

Darrell's Athletic Outlet

remove from his or her tray. But
the thing which gives Lonnie the most

failed to

FOR THE GAMES PEOPLE PLAY

nightmares is the possibility of battling
with "Pooh butter" (Peanut butter and
honey). Concerning this substance she
says, "it

would make an

excellent glue

10% Discount
To GFC Students
With This Coupon

Through November

613 E. First
538-9333

m

jS

BIG /HEALS

FOR.
One member

of this long neglected
group is Lonnie Macey, a second-year
worker. "I enjoy a job that requires me to

be fast," Lonnie says. How many work
study students are there who can make
that statement? Her job not only requires
speed,

it

also requires tolerance for the

While Lonnie goes about her job
any number of things might happen. She
could slip on the wet floor with an
armload of dishes. Or she could be called
to the rescue of a temperamental garbage
disposal which reacts violently to the
chicken bones some forgetful student has
hectic.

because it sticks to everything and it's
almost impossible to get off!"
But despite these on-the-job hazards,
Lonnie loves her work. As for her reaction to current student complaints of long
lines and slowness, she is sympathetic,
but feels that students must be patient.
The problems stem from a lack of capacity which can't be remedied until the Com-

mons

is

enlarged.

In

the

BIG EATERS-

AIWI

meantime

FAMILY RESTAURANT

students can aid workers by cleaning their
trays and
sorting their silverware.

Everyone working together
less hassles at

mealtimes.

*

will create

HAMBURGERS * CHICKEN

•

*

*

SHRIMP
BARBECUE BEEF
FISH

*

*

*

*
*

CALL

v.

*

t
*

*

538-4596
1531 Portland

Newberg

*

Bruin Athletes
GFC

Most of the team
game with SOSC was the best of

College and Willamette.

Hockey

Field

Action

In

felt their

They were disappointed with
but they played with consistency. The last game was with Willamette.
Willamette took the game with a score of
2-1.
George Fox actually outplayed
Willamette, though, since both of
the season.

a 2-1

loss,

New

Athletic Field

George Fox College will create a new
complex to go with its new
Coleman Wheeler Sports Center opened
last year. President David Le Shana said a
contract has been awarded to Bill Page
Construction Co., Newberg, to start the
athletic field

several-month-long project that will give
the college a new baseball field, hockey

two

field,

softball

diamonds, and an

archery range.

A
Willamette's

scores

came on penalty

strokes.

The George Fox women's field hockey
team has had a disappointing season

in

terms of their win-loss record. Coach Dee
Bright feels a great amount of spiritual
growth has occurred. According to
Coach Bright the team had much talent,
but didn't play as hard as they could have
against teams

who might have

otherwise

been easy wins.

Coach Bright
talent

than

Street,

field hockey
Idaho for an invitational tournament. Many of the top
schools in the Northwest will be playing.
Coach Bright is looking forward to the

This coming weekend, the

says this

their

team has more

statistics

definite disadvantage

is

show.

A

the fact that only

a few of the girls had played field hockey
before coming to college.
Highlight games of the season were
those with Southern Oregon State

team

will

10-acre site will be developed north

travel to

tourney because
perience and

of the

valuable

team unity she

ex-

anticipates

•

the team will gain

campus at Villa Rd. and Fulton
about a block northwest of the

east of the

new sports center.
To carry out the project the college has

college's

purchased six homes. Three houses are in
the process of being razed, two have been
moved, and the fate of the sixth home is
still being considered.
While the property clearance is un-

derway the college is securing final approval from the City of Newberg for
vacation of an extension of Church Street
and for drainage systems.
•

SALADS
SANDWICHES
and PIZZA
to take home

i
I

i

I

I

I

Phone ahead
for prompt
service
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538-2022

251 5 Portland Rd.
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